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Meeting Detail Sheet 

 
CLIENT: ___________________________________ 

 

SPEAKER CONTACT AT EVENT 

Name:        

Title:       

Work Phone:      

Cell Phone:       

Email:       

 

THE EVENT 

What type of event will this be? (annual meeting, awards banquet, etc.)                  

What is the title / theme?       

What does this them mean to your group?       

Who will introduce me? (name & title)        

Exact times of Presentation - Start time:           End Time:         

What will take place just prior to my presentation?         

What will take place immediately after my presentation?               

What is the overall objective of this event?         

Who spoke at this event last year? 
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THE AUDIENCE 

How many people will be in the audience?         

What % Men?         

What % Women?      

What is the average age?         

Who will they be? (CEO’s, VP’s, Sales Reps, Customers, etc)         

Names and Titles of executives or VIP’s I should be familiar with?         

Who will be the most senior company official at the event?         

Will spouses be attending?    

 

ORGANIZATION’S BACKGROUND 

Please provide a brief description profile of your organization:        

What are some positive aspects of your group?         

What are major challenges facing the group?         

Who are your biggest competitors?    

    

MY PROGRAM CONTENT 

What are your specific objectives for my session?         

Are there sensitive topics I should avoid?         

Any “Taboos” I should avoid?         

What are some BUZZwords your people will identify with?         

Ideas you would like me to emphasize?         

As a result of this presentation, what would you like to achieve?         
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Why did you choose me for this event / who recommended me?       

What else you would like me to know about your group and/or this event?         

	

Thank you for your time! I look forward to talking directly with 
you and fine-tuning these details.  

Captain Plumb 


